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Abstract

Human beings are quickly able to conjure and imagine
images related to natural language descriptions. For exam-
ple, when you read a story about a sunny field full of flowers,
an image of a beautiful field with blossoming flowers might
pop into your head. Artificial synthesis of images using text
descriptions or human cues could have profound applica-
tions in visual editing, animation, and digital design. The
goal of this project was to explore succesful architectures
for image synthesis from text. In particular, we examined
StackGANs ([8]) which attempt to improve the synthesis
process by using a two-stage procedure, each of which is
it’s own manageable GAN implementation. We examined
StackGAN results on two large datasets, the Caltech-UCSD
Birds-200-2011 and the flowers 102 dataset, and were able
to produce highly realistic synthesized images. Our experi-
ments, learnings, and future ideas are described in this pa-
per.

1. Introduction

The advent or realistic image-generation using text de-
scriptions could have a profound impact on a number of
fields, ranging from interactive computational graphic de-
sign, image fine-tuning, and perhaps even animation. How-
ever, generating trealy plausible looking images has not
been easy. The majority of advanced methods do not pro-
duce photo-realistic details that are faithful text descrip-
tions. The main challenge of this problem is the suscep-
tibility of generative models to mode collapse [3], due to
the fact that the space of plausible images given text de-
scriptions is multimodal, in that there are a large number of
images that could correctly fit the given text description.

Recent progress in generative models, especially Gener-
ative Adversarial Nets (GANs) [3, 2] has made have made
significant improvement in synthesizing images and gener-
ating plausible samples.

2. Related Work

In [5], Reed et. al provided a two-stage approach for
generating images from text. In the first stage, the authors
learned a text feature representation that captures the most
important visual details of the image. The following stage
utilized those feature representations to synthesize the im-
age. The primary novelty of the author’s approach was to
condition not on a single class label, but rather use a end-to-
end differentiable architecture conditioned on a complete
text description. The authors used a deep convolutional
generative model (DC-GAN) conditioned on text features
encoded by a hybrid-character-level convolutional recurrent
neural network. The results presented by Reed et. al gen-
erated plausible 64 x 64 images, but were not likely to fool
a human. Moreover, they did not scale as well to larger
datasets like MS COCO images.

Rather than directly generating from text-features as in
the previously discussed paper, the authors in [8] decided
to break up the generative process into two sub-problems.
In the first stage, teh authors used a GAN to learn the basic
contours, shape and colors of an image conditional on a text
description and generates background regions from a ran-
dom noise vector sampled from a prior distribution. These
initial generated images are of low resolution and substan-
tially coarser than any realistic images would be. This first
stage is then followed with a second stage that acts like a
super-resolution, i.e., it focuses more directly on improv-
ing the image quality and remedying defects in the original
low-resolution images.

3. Methods

3.1. Generatiave Adversarial Networks

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) consist of a
generator G and a discriminator D that compete in a two-
player minimax game: The discriminator tries to distinguish
between real and synthetic images, and the gnerator tries to
fool the discriminator. Concretely, D and G play the fol-
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lowing game on V (D,G):

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x) [logD (x)] +

Ex∼pz(z) [log (1−D (G (z)))] .

For each stage, we utilize the GAN training procedure
that is similar to a two-player min-max game with the fol-
lowing objective function:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata
[logD (x)] +

Ez∼pz [log (1−D (G (z)))] ,

where x is a real image from the true distribution, and z is
a noise vector sampled from pz , which might be a Gaussian
or uniform distribution.

Moreover, in our architecture we will follow the
conditional-GAN approach and additionally condition both
the generator and the discriminator on additional variables,
which will be the text embeddings of our descriptions, de-
noted by c, therefore giving us generator and discriminator
G (z, c) and D (z, c).

Our model architecture is shown in the figure below. In
the figure GI denote sthe generator from stage-I, which pro-
duces low-resolution images, and GII is the generator from
stage-II, which produces higher quality images by condi-
tioning on the text c and GII . We describe each stage more
thoroughly below.

3.2. Stage I-GAN: Sketch

The first stage of our architecture involves training a
GAN to generate low resolution images. In this stage, we
condition on a text description encoded as a text-embedding
ϕt. This text-embedding is learned using the deep struc-
tured textt embedding approach describe below.

3.2.1 Deep Structured Text Embeddings

The text-embeddings we conditioned on were first pre-
trained using a structured joint embedding approach. More
precisely, we trained functions fv and ft that map image
features v ∈ V and text descriptions t ∈ T to class labels
y ∈ Y , i.e., that minimize the empirical risk given by

1

N

N∑
n=1

∆ (yn, fv (vn)) + ∆ (yn, ft (tn)) ,

where ∆ : Y × Y → R is the zero-one loss derived from
looking at one-hot encodings of our class labels. To make
things differentiable, I used a convex surrogate rather than
the discontinuous 0-1 loss. Classifiers fv and ft are param-
eterized as

fv (v) = arg max
y∈Y

Et∼T (y)

[
φ (v)

>
ϕ (t)

]
ft (t) = arg max

y∈Y
Ev∼V(y)

[
φ (v)

>
ϕ (t)

]
,

where φ is the image encoder obtained through convolu-
tional neural network, and ϕ is our text encoder obtained
through an LSTM.

This formluation follow the approach outlined in [5],
to train a deep convolutional generative adversarial network
(DC-GAN) conditioned on text features encoded by a hy-
brid character-level convolutional recurrent neural network.
Both the generator network G and the discriminator net-
work D perform feed-forward inference conditioned on the
text feature.

3.3. Stage II-GAN: Superesolution

The second stage of our StackGAN acts like a super-
resolution/up-sampling tool. Given a low resolution sam-
ple s0, and conditional on the text embedding ϕ specified
through the same procedure in stage I, Stage-II GAN trains
a discriminator D and generator G by alternatively maxi-
mizing LD and minimizing LG in the following:

LD = E(I,t)∼pdata
[logD (I, ϕt)] +

Es0∼pG0,t∼pdata
[log (1−D (G (s0, c) , ϕt))] ,

and

LG = Es0∼pG0,t∼pdata
[log (1−D (G (s0, c) , ϕt))] +

λDKL

(
µϕt,Σϕt

)
,

where s0 = G0 (z, c0) is the generated sample from stage-
I, and λ is a regularization hyperparameter and µϕt,Σϕt

is a
Gaussian sampling distribution for our text desription.

4. Dataset and Features
To examine the Stack-GAN architecture, we ran exper-

iments on the Caltech-UCSD Bird (CUB) dataset [7] and
Oxford-12 flowers dataset [4].

The CUB dataset conists of 200 different bird species
and a toal of 11,788 images. Following the pre-processing
step in [8], we cropped the images of all the birds so that
they covered at least 75% of the total image size. The
Oxford-102 dataset consists of 102 categories of flower
species and a total of 8,189 images. In this case, the flowers
make up a majority of the image area, and we therefore did
not crop the images in any position.

Each image in the CUB and Oxford-102 dataset was cou-
pled with a collection of 10 captions as provided by [1]1.
For evaluation, we split both datasets into disjoint class train
and test splits and used the inception score as a quantitiave
metric:

I = exp (ExDKL (p (y|x) |p (y))) , (1)

1The captions data were taken from the following github repository:
https://github.com/reedscot/cvpr2016
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Figure 1. Design of StackGAN

where y is the label preidcted by the Inception model [6].
The larger the metric, the more diverse and rich our image
constructions are.

4.1. Implementation and Training

The architecture of our model is pictured in Figure 1.
The first stage starts with nearest-neighbor up-sampling fol-
lowed by 3 × 3 stride 1 convolution operation. Batch nor-
malization and a leakly ReLU activation were used after
each convolution. Similarly, the residual blocks consist of
3× 3 stride 1 convolutions, batch normalization, and leakly
ReLU activations. Following Stage-I, stage II proceeds ini-
tially with 128×128 residual blocks describe dthrough two
residual blocks, followed by down-sampling using 4 × 4
stride 2 convolutions, batch normalization, and Leaky Re-
LUs.

Training was conducted using a port of the tensorflow
implementation provided by Han Zhang2. The code was
modified to work with tensorflow 1.1 from 0.11, and uti-
lized leaky ReLU activations throughout the architecture.

2https://github.com/hanzhanggit/StackGAN

5. Experiments and Results

Qualitative results from our model can be seen in the im-
ages in the following pages. In particular, generative sam-
ples from the Birds dataset can be seen in Figure 2, and
samples from the flowers dataset can be seen in Figure 3.
The first rows show the generated samples from stage-I fol-
lowing GI . These figures show that the GAN has generated
meaningful shapes, colours and depictions of the objects.
However, it lacks significant details to pass off as a realistic
sample, in some cases, an entire beak is missing, for exam-
ple. However, in almost all of the generated cases, the sec-
ond stage generated a highly plausible sample. The major
details of the object under consideration are now described
at high-resolution.

Quantitative results using the inception metric (1) against
a sample of size 10K are shown in the table 1.
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Figure 2. Birds Generation

CUB Oxford-102
Stack-GAN 3.50± 0.12 3.20± 0.04

Table 1. Inception Scores

6. Future Ideas

In this work, we examined the training and evaluation of
a Stack-GAN for highly-realistic synthesis of images from
text phrases. In future work I’d like to try and scale to larger
image-caption datasets like MSCOCO. I’d also like to try a
sequential dual-training method, where we train do text-to-
image synthesis in tandem with image-to-text synthesis. For
multi-category datasets like MSCOCO these might perform

better.
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Figure 3. Flowers Generation
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